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In recent years, the application of wireless sensor networks (WSN) in power systems has received a great deal of attention. As we all
know, the most important issue for the power system is security and stability, especially due to the massive outages caused by
cascading trips. Therefore, in today’s era, from the perspective of cascading trips, how to effectively use WSN to analyze and
evaluate the security level of the power grid is an important direction for future power development. In this paper, an algorithm
based on the WSN collection of online data to calculate the corresponding security level of the system is proposed for the
cascading trip phenomenon, to achieve the online evaluation of the cascading trips. First, this paper proposes a hybrid layered
network structure based on WSN for monitoring system and details the acquisition of power grid parameters by its acquisition
layer. Secondly, combined with the manifestation of cascading trips and the action equation of current-type line backup
protection, the mathematical representation of the grid cascading trips is given, and the mathematical form corresponding to
the critical situation is strictly proved, and an index for evaluating the security level of the power grid is proposed and then
further combined with the actual physical constraints of the power grid and the establishment of a mathematical model for
calculating the security level of the grid cascading trips. For this model, this paper relies on evolution particle swarm
optimization (EPSO) to give specific ideas for solving the model. Finally, a case analysis is performed by the IEEE39 node
system and the results of the case show the effectiveness of the model and method.

1. Introduction

With the development of microsensor technology, micro-
electronics technology, wireless communication technology,
and computer technology, wireless sensor networks (WSN)
with the functions of information collection, processing,
and transmission emerge as the times require [1]. Currently,
WSN technology is also gradually penetrating into the power
industry, and its application prospects have attracted much
attention.

As a system that provides clean secondary energy to cities
and villages, today’s power system has established a very

strong connection to society as a whole. Therefore, the safe
and reliable operation of the power system becomes an essen-
tial topic, and to ensure the safe and reliable operation of the
power system, first of all, we need to quickly and accurately
collect the power system operation data. Then, analyze on
this basis to determine whether the settings of the various
operating parameters of the power system are reasonable,
whether they need to be adjusted, and how to adjust them.
Conventional power systems typically use potential trans-
formers and current transformers to collect power data,
gather them to the monitoring center of the substation, and
then transmit the data to a remote dispatch center with
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corresponding communication facilities. The advantages of
this method are high security, stability, the anti-interference
ability of data transmission, small size, and lightweight. How-
ever, this method also has some obvious disadvantages, such
as the existence of certain limitations, comprehensive wiring
difficulties, long construction period, high cost, limited mon-
itoring range, poor scalability, equipment maintenance diffi-
culties, and a series of other problems [2].

WSN can efficiently and quickly collect and transmit the
main data of the whole system of the power system due to its
low cost, adaptability to the environment, efficient collection
of information, and full coverage of the monitoring area [3].
WSN has emerged as the ideal choice to meet the new chal-
lenges of power grid parameter monitoring technology. The
wireless sensor installed on the power equipment is used to
complete electrical information acquisition and preprocess-
ing., and the synchronized data collected will be transmitted
to the monitoring center through the wireless communica-
tion network, which analyzes and processes the information
[4]. WSN for power grid parameters to provide more flexible
and complete monitoring solutions can deal with the power
grid development and application of special requirements
and can realize centralized management of multitype power
grid parameter monitoring [5]. The above features of WSN
for the overall perspective of the power system security anal-
ysis and defense are extremely advantageous, especially for
the analysis and prevention of cascading trips.

Generally speaking, the cascading trips of the power sys-
tem is an event caused by the interaction between compo-
nents, which in severe cases can lead to vicious blackouts,
so cascading trips have attracted much attention. At present,
researchers have done a great deal of work in the field of
defense and control regarding cascading trips. The literature
[6] addresses the problem of cascading trips, by predicting
the state of the monitoring node set in the process of cascad-
ing trips; traction control is implemented for nodes in abnor-
mal states to inhibit the propagation of failure in the network.
However, it is difficult to apply it in practice due to insuffi-
cient consideration of the operating characteristics of the
grid. The literature [7] proposes a wide-area collaborative
precontrol method based on the theory of multi-intelligent
systems and the analysis of offline cross-sectional power
transmission limits. However, the influence of the current
operation state on the outage probability of power system
components is ignored. The literature [8] developed a model
of cascading trip network interaction with information net-
work edges as initial faults and proposed a vector construc-
tion method for false data attacks based on parameter
estimation. Finally, corresponding defense measures are pro-
posed based on false data attacks. However, the dynamic
characteristics of the power grid are not considered. The lit-
erature [9] proposes a cascading trip path search and warn-
ing model based on the characteristics of the power grid
information physical fusion system. However, there is the
problem of inaccurate system data.

Given the actual characteristics of WSN and power grid
cascading trips, this paper proposes a method to measure
nodal power injection using WSN and analyze the security
of the power grid for the expected initial failure to trigger cas-

cading failure. The second and third parts of this paper
mainly introduce the application of WSN in power system
and the monitoring system based on WSN; the fourth part
gives the mathematical equation to judge the cascading trips
of the power grid; the fifth part mainly introduces how to use
the node injection power data collected by WSN to analyze
the security level of the power grid for cascading failure,
and gives the specific analysis model; the sixth part mainly
gives the solution algorithm and process for the given model;
the seventh part gives an example based on the IEEE39 node
system to verify and analyze the method in this paper.

2. Combination of WSN and Power
Grid Monitoring

WSN is the core of the Internet of Things technology. It is
one of the most cutting-edge technologies to realize the
acquisition and transmission of various signals through
low-power self-organizing and adaptive wireless sensor
nodes [10]. The traditional wired communication wiring is
cumbersome, the line is easy to aging, and the cost is high,
while the wireless sensor network fully meets the speed
requirements of power equipment condition monitoring,
perfectly solves these shortcomings, reduces the cost of
power operation and maintenance costs, and improves the
stability and efficiency of power system operation. It pro-
motes the application and rapid development of wireless sen-
sor network technology in the power grid and lays a solid
foundation for the efficient and rapid construction of power
system network framework in the future and the improve-
ment of user satisfaction.

.In the power system, the use of WSN technology to
establish a remote monitoring system, at any time to monitor
the status of power equipment data, to help operators on-line
security assessment of the status of power equipment, abnor-
mal response to the characteristics of the quantity, to take the
necessary measures to avoid the occurrence of serious failure.
In the distribution network relay protection, the wireless cur-
rent sensor using WSN technology not only solves the prob-
lem of possible subcurrent saturation of the current
transformer but also is easy to install, while the current data
of the line is accurately and quickly collected by WSN to
avoid the initial fault triggering the current overload protec-
tion and causing the relay device to operate incorrectly [11].
In summary, the combination of WSN and grid monitoring
is a new trend in the future development of smart power
grids.

3. Monitoring System Based on WSN

At present, the power system monitoring network based on
WSN is mainly linear distribution, which usually arranges
sensor nodes on transmission lines and relay nodes on towers
and sends the collected information through the sensor
nodes of the lines to the relay nodes of the towers, which
are processed by the relay nodes and forwarded to the substa-
tions. This monitoring network has disadvantages such as
poor effectiveness and can cause uneven load distribution.
The use of a layered network architecture avoids the
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problems of high cost, low reliability, poor scalability, and
limited transmission rate brought about by the existing mon-
itoring systems that rely entirely on mobile communication
networks. Therefore, in the development of smart power
grids, the introduction of the WSN, combined with fiber
optic Ethernet, can make full use of existing resources and
protect existing investment, which is a more suitable choice
in the current situation.

3.1. Structure of the Monitoring Network. This paper pro-
poses a hybrid layered network structure to monitor the
power system network by using the methods of literature
[12, 13], combining the wired (optical fiber) and wireless
(ZigBee and cellular) technology. The structure of the net-
work is shown in Figure 1.

The whole network structure is divided into the acquisi-
tion layer, convergence layer, and teleportation layer. The
acquisition layer is composed of a large number of sensor
nodes, which is responsible for collecting electrical informa-
tion on the transmission line, and a relay node with strong
processing ability is arranged on each tower. The conver-
gence layer consists of these relay nodes that are responsible
for receiving and processing ordinary node data on the pole
and tower. The teleportation layer is composed of representa-
tive nodes, substations, and monitoring centers, with wireless
ZigBee connections between relay nodes and between relay
nodes and substations, and data transmission from substa-
tions and representative nodes to monitoring centers via
optical fiber and cellular networks, respectively. This hierar-
chical structure has the characteristics of strong network
extensibility, strong effectiveness, and easy centralized man-
agement, which can meet the application requirements of
the emerging smart power grids.

3.2. Acquisition of the Power Grid Parameters. The power
grid parameters, which serve as accurate indexes for evalua-
tion and feedback on the operational status of the power grid,
must be dynamically monitored in real time. In this paper,
with the help of new sensor technology, fast, accurate, and
comprehensive realization of wireless acquisition of power
grid parameters. Therefore, this paper focuses on the acquisi-
tion layer of the monitoring network structure. The hardware
system design of the acquisition layer is shown in Figure 2.

As shown in Figure 2, in the acquisition layer, the wireless
sensor acquisition nodes deployed in the power grid are
responsible for voltage and current acquisition and process-
ing and wireless transmission. It mainly includes a data
acquisition module, a wireless transceiver circuit, and a
power supply circuit. The power grid parameter acquisition
node collects current signals and voltage signals through
high-precision current transformers and voltage trans-
formers and then processes them through analog condition-
ing circuits and inputs them to the sampling unit of CC2530
to complete the A/D conversion of the signals. Finally, wire-
less communication is realized by an RF transceiver. The
power module is powered by two dry batteries.

The voltage phasor of the node and the current phasor of
all the branches connected to it are obtained by converting

the measured sample values into frequency domain signals:

_U = 2
N
〠
N‐1

k=0
uke

‐j2π/Nk =Ur + jUd,

_I = 2
N
〠
N‐1

k=0
ike

‐j2π/Nk = Ir + jId,

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð1Þ

where uk and ik denote the kth voltage sampling value and
current sampling value, respectively; N is the total number
of samples; Ur and Ir denote the real part of the phasor;
and Ud and Id denote the imaginary part of the phasor.

Based on the voltage phasor and current phasor obtained
above, the nodal injection power can be further calculated
using these data, and its calculation formula is as follows:

Sij = _Ui × _Iij
� �∗,

Si =〠
j∈i
Sij,

8><
>: ð2Þ

where Ui
⋅ is the voltage phasor of node i; _Iij is the current

flowing through branch road Lij; Sij is the flow power on
the i-side of the branch road Lij; and Si is the injection power
of node i.

4. Basic Idea for Evaluating Power Grid Security
Level Based on WSN

As mentioned above, the WSN is used to get the power
injection data of the power grid nodes, and then, the
data is transmitted to the monitoring center through a
hierarchical structure. This chapter will introduce how
to use the nodal injection power data to help the moni-
toring personnel to evaluate the safety level of the cas-
cading trips, and give the relevant expression and
mathematical model.

4.1. Mathematical Representation of Power Grid for
Cascading Trips. The cascading trips of the power grid
is usually after the initial failure branch road is removed;
due to the redistribution of power flow, the backup pro-
tection action in the branch road except the initial fail-
ure branch road is caused.The cascading trips of the
power grid is usually caused by the action of backup
protection in branch roads other than the initial failure
branch road due to the redistribution of power flow
after the removal of the initial failure branch road. Tak-
ing the current protection as an example, if the branch
road La in a power grid has an initial failure at a cer-
tain time, then whether any branch road Lb in the
remaining system in the power grid will have a cascad-
ing trip after the branch road La is cut off; it can be
judged by whether the current detected by its configured
backup protection enters the action zone of the protec-
tion. The branch road Lb is between node i and node
j. If the node i-side of the branch road Lb is equipped
with current-type backup protection, the equation shown
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in Equation (3) can be defined according to the protec-
tion setting value and the measured current.

Iib⋅dist = Iib⋅set‐Iib⋅m: ð3Þ

Here, Iib⋅m is the current measured by the backup
protection on the i-side of the branch road Lb, Iib⋅set is
the setting value of the backup protection on the i-side
of the branch road Lb, and Iib⋅dist is the distance between
Iib⋅set and Iib⋅m.

From Equation (3) and the action characteristics of the
protection, it can be seen that when Iib⋅dist > 0, thei-side of
the Lbwill not have cascading trips, and when Iib⋅dist < 0, the
i-side of the branch road Lb will have cascading trips, and
when Iib⋅dist = 0, the i-side of the branch road Lb is at the
boundary of cascading trips.

Similarly, if the j-side of branch road Lb is equipped with
current-type backup protection, the cascading trips of branch
road Lb will be caused after the protection action. The form of
a similar equation (3) can be used to judge it, and the super-

script i in Equation (3) can be replaced by j. For branch road
Lb, either the i-side or j-side shows cascading trips; then, the
branch will have cascading trips.

According to the judgment equation of branch road cas-
cading trips given in Equation (3), all branch roads except the
initial fault branch road in the power grid are considered, and
then, the judgment of cascading trips at the power grid strat-
ification plane can be further given. In fact, from the power
grid stratification plane, according to the performance of
the power grid cascading trips, the cascading trip of at least
one branch road can be regarded as the cascading trips of
the power grid. At this time, the state of the power grid can
be called the state of the power grid cascading trips. If at least
one branch road of the power grid is at the boundary of the
cascading trips and the remaining branch roads are in the
safe state except for those branch roads in the boundary state
of the cascading trips, the state of the power grid can be called
the critical state of the power grid cascading trips. Further, in
addition to the state in which cascading trips occur in the
power grid and the critical state, the state in which the power
grid is in which cascading trips do not occur is the safe state.
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Figure 1: Hybrid hierarchical network structure.
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To give a further mathematical description of the above
state, the various types of backup protection on the remain-
ing branch roads of the power grid except the initial faulted
branch roads can be considered uniformly, and the variable
C is used to represent I in Equation (3) uniformly, and all
the backup protections are numbered uniformly. For any
branch road Lb, the specific numbering can be done accord-
ing to the following rules: if the i-side of the branch road Lb
is equipped with current-type backup protection, it will be

recorded as Cð1Þ
b⋅dist, and if the j-side of the branch road Lb is

also equipped with current-type backup protection, it will

be recorded as Cð2Þ
b⋅dist. After such treatment, the diagonal

matrix of the following form can be given:

C = diag C1⋅dist,⋯,C 1ð Þ
b⋅dist, C

2ð Þ
b⋅dist,⋯,C 2ð Þ

m⋅dist

� �
, ð4Þ

where m is the total number of branches in the power grid
except for the initial fault branch roads. Equation (4) is writ-
ten according to the current-type backup protection on both
sides of each branch. If a branch road is only equipped with
backup protection on one side, the corresponding elements
can be removed from Equation (4).

After Equation (4) is given, according to the above anal-
ysis, when at least one branch road in the power grid meets

CðkÞ
b⋅dist < 0, the power grid is in the state of cascading trips.

Here, k can be taken as 1 or 2 according to the situation.
When Equation (5) is satisfied, the power grid is in a safe
state.

C kð Þ
b:dist > 0, k = 1, 2, b = 1, 2,⋯,m: ð5Þ

Further, when Equation (6) is satisfied, the power grid is
just in the critical state of cascading trips.

Cj j = 0,

C kð Þ
b⋅dist > 0, k = 1, 2, b = 1, 2,⋯,m,

(
ð6Þ

where jCj is the determinant value of matrix C.
For the critical state described by Equation (6), this paper

gives the following proof: let the set of all operating states of
the power grid be represented by T , and let T1 be the set of
operations without any branch road cascading trips, T2 be
the set of the power grid in the critical state of cascading trips,
and T3 be the set where cascading trips occur but does not
belong to the critical state. According to this division, it is
easy to know that T = T1 ∪ T2 ∪ T3, and T1 ∩ T2 = Ø, T1 ∩
T3 = Ø, and T2 ∩ T3 = Ø. Let Ω1 be an operation state satis-
fying Equation (6); if Ω1 ∈ T1, then all branch roads in the
power grid must satisfy Equation (5), and jCj is not zero,
which is contradictory to Equation (6), so there must
beΩ1 ∈ T1; if Ω1 ∈ T3, then at least one branch road Lb sat-

isfies CðkÞ
b⋅dist < 0 according to the definition of T3, which is also

contradictory to Equation (6), so there must be Ω1 ∈ T2.

4.2. Mathematical Model of the Security Level of the Power
Grid for Cascading Trips. Among the various states of the

power grid for cascading trips, the critical state is a key state.
Obviously, in the actual operation, to ensure the safety level
of the power grid for cascading trips, the power grid should
be as far away from the critical state as possible. Through
the analysis of the power flow equation of the power grid, it
can be seen that the redistribution of power flow is mainly
determined by the nodal injection power before the initial
fault. Therefore, to keep the power grid away from the critical
state, it is necessary to keep the nodal injection power away
from the nodal injection power corresponding to the critical
state.

Among all such nodal injection power combinations, the
one closest to the current operating state of the power grid is
a special combination. If the nodal injection power combina-
tion in the current operating state of the power grid is far
away from this combination, then the nodal injection power
in the current operating state of the power grid must be far-
ther away from the remaining nodal injection power combi-
nations that make the grid in the critical state of cascading
trips.

If the combination of nodal injection power in the cur-
rent operating state of the grid is represented by the vector
S′ and the combination of nodal injection power that makes
the grid in the critical state of the cascading trips is repre-
sented by the vector S, then the distance between the two
can be represented by the following equation:

d Sð Þ = S′ − S
�� ��: ð7Þ

Here, kS′ − Sk denotes the parametric number for S′ − S.
Based on the above analysis, the vector S obtained by tak-

ing the minimum value of dðSÞ is used as the combination of
the nodal injection power that, makes the power grid in the
critical state of cascading trips, and for the convenience of
analysis, the minimum value of dðSÞ is here denoted as f ðS
Þ, as shown in the following equation:

f Sð Þ =min d Sð Þ =min S′‐S
�� ��, ð8Þ

Here, f ðSÞ > 0, The higher the f ðSÞ, the safer the power
grid, so f ðSÞ reflects the level of security of the power grid
for cascading trips; f ðSÞ can be represented as a security
index. The mentioned method is security level prediction
for cascading trips based on nodal injection power, which
later in this paper will be called the SLP method.

From the process before and after the occurrence of cas-
cading trips in the power grid, when the power injected into
the power grid S meets Equation (8), it also needs to meet
certain physical constraints, including various equation con-
straints and inequality constraints. The equation constraint
condition shall include the power flow constraint relation-
ship of the power grid before and after the initial failure,
which can be abbreviated to the form shown in equation (9):

h0 xð Þ = 0,
ha xð Þ = 0:

(
ð9Þ
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Here, x is the state variable of the system. h0 is the
mapped relationship of the power flow constraint satisfied
by the grid before the initial failure. ha is the mapped rela-
tionship of the power flow constraint satisfied by the grid
after the initial failure branch road La is removed.

For the relevant inequality constraints, these include gen-
erator output constraints, node voltage constraints, and line
power constraints before and after the initial failure. They
will be written in an abbreviated form as

m0 xð Þ ≤ 0: ð10Þ

Summing up the previous analysis, you get the equation
shown in the following equation:

f Sð Þ =min S′‐S
�� ��,

h0 xð Þ = 0,
ha xð Þ = 0,
m0 xð Þ ≤ 0,
Cj j = 0,

C kð Þ
b:dist ≥ 0, k = 1, 2b = 1, 2,⋯,m:

8>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð11Þ

The model provided in Equation (11) is an optimization
model that describes the problem of how to find the closest
state to the current operating state among the running states
that can trigger cascading trips of the power grid, with the
state represented by the nodal injection power. Obviously,
the nodal injection power corresponding to the closest criti-
cal state to the current operating state of the power grid can
be obtained using Equation (11), as well as the power grid’s
current operating state for cascading trip security level index.

4.3. Evaluation Idea for Power Grid Security Level. The exist-
ing various optimization algorithms have been widely apply-
ing in several fields, such as brain storm optimization
algorithm (BSO) [14], memetic algorithm (MA) [15, 16],
firefly algorithm (FA) [17, 18], and particle swarm optimiza-
tion algorithm (PSO) [19]. Considering that the PSO is easy
to implement programmatically, straightforward, and quick
and suitable for solving complex optimization problems that
are difficult to be solved by various classical optimization
algorithms, this paper draws on the evolution particle swarm
optimization (EPSO) of literature [20] to solve the model,
whose iterative formula is shown below.

vk+1i =wvki + b1r1 Pbest:i‐yki
� �

+ b2r2 gbest‐yki
� �

,

yk+1i = yki + vk+1i :

8<
: ð12Þ

Here, yik is the iterative position of particle i at the kth
time; vik is the iterative velocity of particle i at the kth time;
Pbest·i is the individual optimal position of particle i; gbest is
the population optimal position; w is the inertia coefficient,
which decreases linearly from 0.9 to 0.1; b1 and b2 are accel-

eration constants, which are all set to 2; and r1 and r2 are
[0,1] randomly distributed random numbers.

To cooperate with EPSO, all the equation constraints in
Equation (12) are combined and written in the form eðxÞ =
0, and all the inequality constraints in Equation (12) are com-
bined and written in the form kðxÞ ≥ 0. Then, the following
objective function with the penalty factor may be further
given [21]. The constrained problem is transformed into an
unconstrained problem by adding a penalty function. In this
way, the solution is faster, and the operation is simple.

f ′ Sð Þ = f Sð Þ +〠
i

1
αi

min 0, ‐ei xð Þð Þ½ �2 +〠
j

1
βj

min 0, ‐kj xð Þ� �� �2
:

ð13Þ

Here, eiðxÞ is the component i in eðxÞ, and kjðxÞ is the
component j in kðxÞ. α and β are penalty factors, and the
value of the penalty factor depends on the actual situation.

In this way, Equation (13) can be used to obtain the nodal
injection power in the critical state according to the EPSO, as
well as the corresponding grid security level index, where the
particle position y corresponds to the nodal injection power
vector S.txin Equation (13) can be understood as an interme-
diate variable that satisfies the system constraint

To sum up the above, this paper mainly follows the fol-
lowing ideas to assess the security level of the power grid
for the cascading trips, and its flow of ideas is shown in
Figure 3.

Further, as seen in the previous analysis that after the
security index f ðSÞ is calculated, a circle can be obtained with
the current state of the power grid as the center of the sphere
and the radius of the security index f ðSÞ. When the operating
state of the power grid is inside this sphere, the power grid is
secure. For example, in a 2-node system, the nodal injection
power of the grid is assumed to be active power, as shown
in Figure 4.

In Figure 4, Pa is the nodal injection power combination
of the current state of the grid, denoted by •; the nodal injec-
tion power combination of the critical state is denoted by ∗,
and Pb is the nodal injection power combination of the crit-
ical state closest to Pa; with Pa as the center of the circle and
the distance between Pa and Pb as the radius to build circleD,
the region within circle D is C1, and the remaining region is
C2.

As shown in Figure 4, when the current operating state of
the power grid is in zone C1 but deviates from Pa if the power
grid is hit by the initial failure and cascading trips have not
occurred, you can use WSN to make further verification.
The specific idea is as follows: when the actual power grid is
working in zone C1 but deviates from Pa and the initial fail-
ure does occur, the use ofWSN quickly collects the current of
each branch of the power grid and compares it with the pro-
tection of the fixed value, to determine whether the grid has
cascading trips; if there are no cascading trips, then the
method of this paper is reliable to determine whether cascad-
ing trips occur in the power grid. If not, it indicates that the
method in this paper is reliable..
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5. Example Analysis

For illustration and validation of the previously proposed
analytical model, this paper uses the IEEE39 node system
for the algorithm demonstration; the wiring of the IEEE39
node system is shown in Figure 5. In the following example
analysis, the results calculated in this paper are expressed as
per-unit value, the reference capacity is considered as
100MVA, and the reference voltage is consistent with the
reference voltage of the IEEE36 bus data given in the litera-
ture [21].

According to the previous ideas in this paper, grid secu-
rity assessment using WSN focuses on the analysis of the grid
based on getting the nodal injection power, due to the former

advantages of WSN, which can obtain the nodal injection
power of the entire power grid with a short delay and with
high efficiency and accuracy. To focus on the verification of
the evaluation method, this example assumes that the IEEE39
node system has configured WSN according to the structure
shown in Figure 1, and the voltage phasor and current phasor
collected through WSN are shown in Table 1 and Table 2,
and their values are expressed as per-unit value. According
to the obtained voltage and current, the nodal injection
power is calculated according to Equation (2). Due to space
limitations, the nodal injection power data will not be listed
here. In the calculation, considering the actual characteristics
of power flow, this paper mainly combines the PV node’s
active power, PQ node’s active power, and reactive power
to form the nodal injection power combination vector S.

With the solution idea of EPSO, it performed under the
analysis program compiled in the Matlab environment. Sup-
pose that the initial failure branch road is the branch road
between node 5 and node 8, namely, branch road L5,8. Each
branch road of the system shown in Figure 5 configures the
current-type backup protection, and the constant value of
protection is 5.77KA.

For the values of αi and βj in Equation (13), when they
correspond to the constraint relationship in Equation (10),
their values are taken as 0.01; when they correspond to the
constraint relationship in Equation (6), αi is taken as
0.0085, and βj is taken as 0.0065. In the latter case, the
smaller value of αi and βj is mainly because the constraint
conditions corresponding to these two penalty factors are
more closely related to the cascading trips. In the calculation,
it is taken into account that f ðSÞ in Equation (13) is usually
small and jCj is relatively large. For the convenience of anal-
ysis, the value of f ðSÞ is multiplied by 10e5 in the procedure
in this paper, while the value of jCj is divided by 10e5, and the
results below and the results of this paper will be given
according to this requirement.

Start

Read in the injected power of the power grid
node obtained by WSN, set the algorithm

parameters, the adjustment upper and lower
limits for each node, and the line transmission

power margin

Initialization of particle population

Update the velocity and position of
the particles

Calculate the individual optimal
position of the particle and the

population optimal position

Judge whether the
condition of iteration
termination is met?

No

Yes

Output the optimal
solution and end the

calculation

Figure 3: Algorithm flow.
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Figure 6 shows the comparison of the minimum f calcu-
lated by EPSO and PSO according to the same parameter set-
ting. The total number of iterations is 200, and the horizontal
ordinate in the figure indicates the number of iterations,
while the vertical ordinate is the minimum f ′ðSÞ obtained
for each iteration.

As can be seen in Figure 6, the EPSO results stabilize at
the 86th calculation; i.e., the nodal injection power combina-
tion where the power grid is in the critical state of cascading
trips is found. The minimum f ′ðSÞ value is 0.5446, and the
corresponding minimum f ðSÞ value is 0.4799. While the
PSO results stabilize by the 66th calculation, the minimum
f ′ðSÞ is 0.1104 and the corresponding f ðSÞ is 0.0883. The
comparison results show that EPSO has some advantages in
calculating the minimum f ′ðSÞ, so EPSO is more suitable
to be chosen. EPSO is used to obtain the nodal injection
power in the S state corresponding to the minimum f ′ðSÞ,
as shown in Table 3.

Table 3 shows the node injected power for the IEEE39
node system listed by the PQ node and PV node, respectively.
For the PQ node, Table 1 lists the active and reactive power at
its nodes, with active power on the left and reactive power on
the right. For the PV node, Table 3 lists only the active power
injected at the nodes. In Table 3, the unit of active power is
MW, and the unit of reactive power is MVAR. If the power
data in the table is positive, it means that the actual flow
direction of this power is the outflow from the node. If it is
negative, it means that the actual flow direction of this power
is injected into the power grid from the node.

To verify the results obtained by EPSO in Figure 6,
this paper uses the current and voltage collected by
WSN to calculate the nodal injection power data according
to Equation (2). Based on this data, by randomly modify-
ing the power on each node, several nodal injection power
states for comparison are obtained. Then, the f ′ðSÞ of the
power grid in these states are calculated, respectively, and
they are compared with the minimum f ′ðSÞ obtained by
EPSO in Figure 6. The corresponding calculation results
are shown in Figure 7. The ordinate of Figure 7 is the f
′ðSÞ in the form of per-unit value, and the abscissa Ns is
the serial number of the nodal injection power state,
where the first injection power state is the corresponding
one in Table 3.

In this paper, the injection power state of each node used
for comparison in Figure 7 is formed as follows: according to
the injection power state corresponding to the minimum f ′

Table 1: Voltage phasor collected by WSN.

Node
number

Voltage
phasor

Node
number

Voltage
phasor

Node
number

Voltage
phasor

1 1.047 14 1.011 27 1.037

2 1.048 15 1.015 28 1.050

3 1.030 16 1.032 29 1.049

4 1.004 17 1.034 30 1.047

5 1.005 18 1.031 31 0.982

6 1.007 19 1.050 32 0.983

7 0.997 20 0.991 33 0.997

8 0.996 21 1.011 34 1.012

9 1.028 29 1.049 35 1.049

10 1.017 30 1.047 36 1.063

11 1.012 31 0.982 37 1.027

12 1 32 0.983 38 1.026

13 1.014 33 0.997 39 1.030

Table 2: Current phasor collected by WSN.

Branch
head node
number

Branch
end node
number

Current
phasor

Branch
head node
number

Branch
end node
number

Current
phasor

1 2 1.152 16 24 0.899

1 39 1.281 17 18 1.789

2 3 3.667 17 27 0.202

2 25 2.457 21 22 5.968

3 4 1.388 22 23 0.644

3 18 0.411 23 24 3.425

4 5 1.642 25 26 0.753

4 14 2.640 26 27 2.669

5 6 4.775 26 28 1.349

5 8 3.211 26 29 1.840

6 7 4.311 28 29 3.382

6 11 3.478 11 12 0.274

7 8 1.895 13 12 0.322

8 9 0.885 31 6 5.780

9 39 0.164 32 10 6.709

10 11 3.478 33 19 7.129

10 13 2.955 34 20 5.128

13 14 2.977 35 22 6.122

14 15 0.373 36 23 5.311

15 16 3.202 37 25 5.272

16 17 2.031 30 2 2.365

16 19 4.368 38 29 8.041

16 21 3.196 20 19 4.373

0 50 100 150 200
0.1

0.11
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Figure 6: Calculation results of f ′ðSÞ under different algorithms.
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ðSÞ in Figure 6, the power of each node i was modified
according to the following equation:

Si′= Si + 0:1 × q1 × q2: ð14Þ

Here, q1 is a random number uniformly distributed over

the (0,1) interval, while q2 is a number obtained by q1. If q1
> 0:5, then q2 is taken as 1, and if q1 ≤ 0:5, then q2 is taken
as -1.

After comparison, it can be seen from Figure 7 that the
minimum f ′ðSÞ obtained by EPSO in Figure 6 is also mini-
mum in Figure 7, thus verifying the results in Table 3. The
results obtained in this paper are similar to those in
Figure 7 for several validations along the above lines, which
are not drawn here due to the limitation of space. In conclu-
sion, it can be seen from these comparisons that the mini-
mum f ′ðSÞ obtained by EPSO in Figure 6 is acceptable.

To further verify the method in this paper, EPSO is used
to analyze a large number of examples for different relay set-
ting values. The calculation of f ′ðSÞ is similar to that in
Figure 6. For the convenience of illustration, Figure 8 shows
the calculation of three different protection settings. The
meaning of ordinate and abscissa in Figure 8 is the same as
that in Figure 6, and the protection setting values corre-
sponding to each curve are shown in Figure 8.

As seen in Figure 8, the trend of f ′ðSÞ changes during the
iteration process is similar to that of Figure 6, and its value
finally converges after a series of irregular decreases from
the beginning of the iteration. In this paper, in addition to
quantitative analysis for different protection setting values,
for the initial fault, in addition to branch L5,8 as the initial
fault branch for calculation, for other branch roads com-
posed of lines or transformers in the power grid, different
branch roads are selected as the initial fault, and for different
protection setting values for quantitative analysis and calcu-
lation, the calculation results are similar to Figure 8, while
after a comparative analysis similar to Figures 6 and 7, the
results are satisfactory, which shows that the model and solu-
tion ideas given in this paper are reasonable.

In the example, after calculating f ðSÞ and f ′ðSÞ, a safe
region C1 similar to the one shown in Figure 4 is obtained.
For a given initial failure, assuming several operational states

Table 3: The nodal injection power corresponding to the S state
obtained by EPSO.

Node number P (MW) Q (MVAR)

Load nodes (PQ)

3 -322 -2.405

4 -500 -184

7 -233.8 -84.001

8 -522 -176

12 -8.512 -88.002

15 -330 -153

16 -329 -32.293

18 -158 -29.992

20 -680 -103

21 -274 -115

23 -247.5 -84.601

24 -308.6 92.198

25 -224 -47.197

26 -139 -16.995

27 -281 -75.499

28 -206 -27.591

29 -283.5 -26.891

Power nodes (PV)

30 250

32 650

33 632

34 508

35 650

36 560

37 540

38 830

39 1000

0
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20
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40

50

60

70

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450

f ′
 (S

)
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Figure 7: The f ′ðSÞ corresponding to the injection power state of
each node during verification.
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Figure 8: Calculation results of f ′ðSÞ with different protection
setting values.
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are in region C1, the current of each branch of the power
grid is calculated by using the power flow calculation.
According to Equation (5), it is determined that the power
grid will not be cascading trips. Since the WSN can
quickly and effectively collect the voltage and current of
the power grid, the collected voltage and current are con-
sistent with the calculation results of power flow. There-
fore, it shows that WSN can be used to verify the
previous calculation.

In short, through the above example, we can find that the
corresponding f ′ðSÞ and S can be obtained by using the
method in this paper. The f ′ðSÞ can help the operators to
observe the distance between the current power grid and
the critical state of the cascading trips, and S can alert the
operators to the specific location of the closest critical state,
thus providing a basis for the operator to avoid the power
grid entering the critical position.

6. Conclusion

This paper studies the nodal injection power data of the
power system based on WSN calculations and transmits
these data to the monitoring center, and the monitors use
the nodal injection power data to evaluate the security of
the current power grid, and the paper gives the relevant anal-
ysis models and evaluation methods, and the main conclu-
sions are as follows:

(1) As an ideal choice to deal with the new challenges of
power grid parameter monitoring technology, WSN
provides a more flexible and perfect solution for
power grid parameter monitoring and can realize
the centralized management of multitype power grid
parameter monitoring. Using WSN, the power injec-
tion data of power grid nodes can be given quickly,
accurately, and comprehensively. With the corre-
sponding security level analysis algorithm, it can
quickly and accurately evaluate the online security
of the power system

(2) Since the cascading trips of the power grid are closely
related to the action behavior of the relay protection,
the mathematical expression of the cascading trips of
the power grid can be given by the distillation of the
action equation of the protection

(3) The SLP method mainly uses the nodal injection
power of the grid to obtain the current operating state
of the grid and the security evaluation after the
migration of the operating state, which is simple
and practical

(4) This paper presents a model to analyze the security
level of the power grid for cascading trips, which
can be used not only to calculate the security level
of the power grid for cascading trips but also to calcu-
late the initial critical operation state closest to the
current operation state of the power grid, which pro-
vides a strong basis for avoiding the power grid enter-
ing the critical state and thus avoiding cascading trips

In a word, the method proposed in this paper can provide
a reference for further research on cascading fault of the
power grid and provide theoretical and technical support
for the actual operation of the power grid.
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